First topicals report
by Jack G. Lowenstein
Some time ago we opened the way to
"Topicals Divisions" within Stein
Collectors International. We invited
collectors specializing in distinct
categories of beer steins to "band"
together to explore the potentials of
such "topicals" — and, of course, to
report on them periodically.
Here, then, is the first report — from
"The Münchner Kindl" division.
As collectors (of almost anything, but
specifically of beer steins) get more
sophisticated and informed about
their collectibles they realize that
they must begin to specialize. Of all
the reasons for such a decision, two
stand out as the most important. The
first can be expressed by the motto,
"You can never collect 'em all!"; this
means that the achievement of a
"total collection" of the broad category of "beer steins" is physically
impossible. Even B i l l Schwartz, of
Lancaster, w i t h his collection of
many thousands of steins, realizes
that there are still many out there
which he does not yet own — and
which he won't ever own. This could
be a frustrating experience, unless an
"out" is devised. The second reason
for specializing is merely to give
direction to a collection. While we
were young and inexperienced, anything w i t h a l i d and a handle " f i t "
into our collection, but after a while
realized that the dogs, cats and
coffee pots just didn't fit somehow.
There seemed no purpose, no commonness to the hodge-podge; as a
matter of fact, we found ourselves

Fig. 1 — a rather typical cross-section of print-under-glaze, print-over-glaze and molded relief
Munich Child steins. The legends "Grass aus München" (Greetings from Munich), "Zur
Erinnerung an München" (As a Remembrance from Munich), or just plain "München", decorate
these steins. Most are made of stoneware, while a few are porcelain. The Munich Child is seen in
several poses, not just the typical one with beer stein and radishes: The Child jumping over a
barrel of beer, or sitting on an Oktoberfest heart, or standing behind an array of beer steins, or
standing in front of the famous Church of Our Lady.

apologizing for the "this and that"
aspects of the collection. A single
train of emphasis, a unity of collection was required!
Steve Smith, in his column, "Steve
on Steins" (Mid-Atlantic Antique
Journal, November-December 1975,
page 6), points out some of the
possibilities of specialization: By material (stoneware, faience, glass, pewter, ivory, etc.), by classification
(regimentals, occupationals, characters, flagons, beakers, etc.), by type of
decoration ("etched", relief, handpainted, PUG, etc.), by manufacturer

(here the choices are obvious), or
finally, by motif. Steve uses a sports
motif, specifically bowling, as his
example. Countless others come to
mind; just a few might be brewery
logos, musical subjects, mythology,
famous people, dwarfs and other
whimseys, w e l l - k n o w n places,
scenes illustrating world-renowned
literature and poetry, etc. etc. Each
reader can doubtlessly extend the
list, especially to include his or her
own favorites!
The first formalized group within
S.C.I., to subscribe to the specializa-

tion theory is the "Münchner Kindl"
(or "Munich Child") group. This is a
motif-oriented group: The material,
the manufacturer, the type of decoration — are all immaterial. What
counts is the motif: As long as the
stein shows that little symbol of
Munich, the Munich Child, it fits into
the collection. The advantages of
choosing this topical are many:
1. Munich Child steins are easy to
spot; the motif is obvious.
2. Countless artists and manufacturers chose the Munich Child
as decoration; hence the potential
is almost infinite.
3. Munich Child steins were produced by just about every stein
manufacturer, in almost all materials, by every means of decoration, as well as in both cylindrical
and character shape, so that a
Munich. Child collection easily
crosses other category guidelines
— without compromising its own
definition!
4. The range of available Munich
Child steins is so great that there is
an opportunity in every price
range, a chance for every pocketbook.
Whereas the first three items above
are more or less obvious, the last one
is especially important today in these
times of spiralling prices. We have
therefore chosen this aspect for our
first report.
Collectors are uniformly complaining about the zooming costs of both
V i l l e r o y & Boch (Mettlach) and
character steins. Munich Child stein
collectors, on the other hand, don't
have to worry, since absolutely fantastic collections can be built without
resorting to either of the above two
types. Conversely, it is generally
reported that PUG, relief and glass
steins can still be obtained at reasonable costs — and here is where
opportunity really knocks! As the
accompanying illustrations show, a
wealth of variety greets the collector
looking mainly for "plain steins.
(This is not to say that "etched" V&B
steins and character steins don't add
to a collection. Indeed they do. But at
a high price!)

Fig. 2 — here is an assemblage of the usual souvenir steins, most with the "Gruss aus München"
saying across the bottom. These steins range in size from ½-liter to "mini" (i.e., 1/16th liter or even
smaller). They typically come both with and without lids, depending on how much the original
purchaser chose to pay for his Munich remembrance. All are made of stoneware, and quite a few
can be attributed to the factory of the Gebrüder Dorfner of Hirschau (see "Dormer's Steingut
Steins", Lopez, Spinning Wheel, September 1974, page 26). These steins are still very plentiful
and can be obtained from just a few dollars on up.

Fig. 3 — these are what might be called "advertising" steins. The four in the top row all advertise,
or commemorate Munich's famous happenings: The Olympic Games of 1972 or the Oktoberfest.
Thus the three steins to the right of the "Olympische Spiele" stein all commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the Oktoberfest in 1910. The steins in the bottom row advertise commercial
ventures or special club meetings. From left to right: Distributed by a dump-truck manufacturer, a
transportation show commemorative (1925), an industrial exhibition commemorative (1921), a
commemorative of the 1913 meeting of the Norddeutscher Club, and a New Year's souvenir
advertising a champagne manufacturer. Note that age of a stein need not be a consideration of
whether it fits into a collection or not. Remember, today's new stein is tomorrow's antique!

As can be seen from the photos,
interesting lids and thumb-lifts are a
side-benefit of this type of collection:
Many Munich Child steins have
motif-fitting lids and specially cast
thumb-lifts, featuring the little Child.
We hope we have demonstrated the
advantages of a specialized "topicals" collection, as well as showing
that such topicals can be assembled
at a reasonable cost. Thus the novice
collector, not yet ready to take a
costly jump into the more expensive

categories, can readily begin to assemble a very meaningful, homogeneous collection of w h i c h he
can be justly proud. Then, at a later
date, additional specialization can
restrict the range of collection even
more, making for even tighter, more
expressive direction. The first step,
obviously, is to decide on the s o cially; the second is to start out by
assembling a basic grouping out of
easily-obtained, l o w cost steins.
Then, as experience and know-how
increases, and as the desire for a

tions, possibly arrange for exhibits at
Annual Conventions, put together
articles of common interest and in
other ways try to optimize the enjoyment of our hobby. Recommendations, suggestions, ideas, etc., are all
most welcome and are actively solicited.]

Fig. 4 — more relief and PUG or decal steins. Again, all stoneware. The upper row right-hand
stein, as well as the small one in the middle of the lower row have "flat" decorations — the others
are relief. The two larger steins with steeple lids are old, blue-grey salt-glazed steins. Although the
representation of the Munich Child is similar in every case, there are rather unique differences, as
even, artist naturally placed his own personal interpretation into his depiction of the symbolic
monk of Munich.

Fig. 5 — glass steins and glasses. The glass surface is every bit as convenient a "canvas" for
decoration as the stoneware surface. However, decals and hand-painting find much more
application than relief, which is expensive in glass, even when the glass form is pressed. Etched
(chemical or wheel-cut) decorations are also occasionally found, but are reasonably rare. In the
top row are two liqueurs (one decal, one painted) and two colored glass steins with combined
decal/hand-painted decoration. The pilsner glass in the bottom row and the two squat steins all
have been decorated with decals, and then touched up with a few dabs of paint to give the
appearance of individualized handiwork. The tall stein on the right features a hand-painted
figure of the Munich Child on a decal background.

larger collection grows, more sophisticated and expensive items can be
added. In time, a topical collection of
artistic importance w i l l emerge, tied
together by the common strand of
specialization. A collection that w i l l
"stand on its own two feet", to be a
steinologist's showcase.

(SCI members who want to " j o i n " the
M u n i c h Child Topicals Division
should correspond w i t h PROSIT
east-coast associate editor, Jack Lowenstein, P.O. Box 463, Kingston, NJ
08528. No cost or obligation is involved. We w i l l jointly explore the
significance of specialized collec-

Members wanting to form their own
"Topicals Divisions" can let PROSIT
be their clearing house for contacting
other interested collectors. Send us
ideas, pictures, newsworthy articles
and pertinent "letters to the editor".)
"Gruss aus Münchner Kindl Land!"
PROSIT!

650,000 Liter V&B
TOKYO, Japan — A Japanese
manufacturing company here and a
West German ceramic maker have
entered into an agreement where the
Japanese firm w i l l begin selling
swimming pools produced by the
European company.
Nakayama Sangyo Co., a sauna
bath and athletic equipment manufacturer, has contracted with Villeroy & Boch to sell the pool
beginning this August, according to
an article in the Japan Economic
Journal. The cost of building the
pools, said to be between 9.5 million
yen ($32,870) and 12.5 million yen
($43,250) for a pool measuring 25
meters by 13 meters, is about 20%
higher than for concrete, but 30% to
40% lower than for aluminum or steel
pools, according to Nakayama.
Villeroy & Co. is described in the
article as the world's largest ceramic
maker. It has 19 plants in West
Germany, France, Switzerland and
Italy. [Report from Pool News]

Important notice
Membership cards for 1976 SCI
members have been inserted between
pages 314 and 315 of this issue of
PROSIT.
Please fill out your personal membership wallet card as soon as you
receive it; if you are a new member,
your membership number is shown
on the address label of the PROSIT
envelope.

Companion regimentals
by Mario Pancino
The birth of Imperial Germany w i t h
the successful conclusion of the
Franco-Prussian War (1870-71) resulted in far more than a new political
system for the Federated Germanic
States. Under the forceful leadership
of the "Iron Chancellor", Otto von
Bismarck, and later his apt pupil,
Kaiser Wilhelm I I , Germany was
rapidly on its way to becoming an
industrial and technological world
power. By 1914, Germany's production of pig iron, steel and coal were
equal to or greater than Britain's and
the Vaterland had established the
seedlings of a colonial empire within
the Eastern Hemisphere previously
dominated by Britain and France.
To supplement these " g r o w i n g
pains," the German Navy was commanding ever larger portions of the
national budget and was placed
under the direct control of the Kaiser,
who was greatly influenced by the
theories of the American naval historian A. T. Mahon. The Kaiser considered the challenge to Britain's
supremacy of the seas a matter of
personal pride.
Of the great powers in the world at
the turn of the century, however, one
in particular stood out as the "key" to
the Western Hemisphere and w i t h
which the best of diplomatic relations was mandatory — the United
States of America!
The following excerpt is from Kaiser
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Wilhelm II Und Seine Zeit (Kaiser
Wilhelm II and His Times) printed in
1913 in Germany and translated by
Prosit Associate Editor Lotte Lopez:
" I n earlier times, war fleets made no
far ranging, visiting cruises, i.e., none
which were designated as a "long
cruise." Then the Americans had the
idea that they could, for political
reasons, appear w i t h their fleet in the
oceans of Europe; and indeed, they
also let one of their squadrons travel
thru the Pacific to the Philippines
and back. In 1911 they came to our
city of Kiel and Kaiser Wilhelm
welcomed them in the best manner,
as the title picture (Fig. 1) shows.
"During his administration the ties
between the German Empire and the
United States had become rather
close; there was a mutual exchange of
university professors for the dissemination of mutual cultural views
and a better understanding. And

since Wilhelm II had not yet been
able to make a visit to the overseas
countries which are, although possessing a different form of government, of a similar union of states as
our German Empire, his brother
Heinrich had gone as a substitute.
"Since the Americans had made their
visit here in 1911, our people started
for the return visit, which was not
without some political significance.
The battle cruiser Moltke and the
small cruiser Stettin went to
Hampton-Roads where they were
joined by a third, the German station
ship, a small cruiser, the Bremen.
They were greeted by the entire
A t l a n t i c Fleet of the States in
Hampton-Roads. A big reception was
held for the officers at the White
House in Washington; New York
gave an official banquet, etc.
"The sending of the Moltke was a

good advertisement for our ship building industry. The Moltke was at that
time the fastest ship of the world, as
far as big war ships were concerned.
It is capable of doing up to 28½ sea
miles per hour. Our large picture
(Fig. 2) shows its entire crew at the
time of departure. The crossing went
so smoothly that it made good witness of the capability of our ships.
The Americans declared jovially that,
although their and our nation would
probably never face each other in
war. they wanted to compete w i t h us
for second place in the war fleet
organization, since the English could
not be nudged out of first place."
The two steins (Fig. 3) featured in this
issue of Prosit are both to reservists
who served on the S.M.S. Bremen
from 1909-12, during which time the
aforementioned visit to the United
States took place.

finial of a sailor holding the Imperial
Naval flag also shown in the center
panel of the stein body above a photo
of the S.M.S. Bremen (Fig. 4). The
high domed l i d has a relief battle
scene of a land/sea naval engagement
and unscrews at the base to reveal a
cameo portrait of a Matrosen or sailor
in duty uniform flanked by several
items of naval memorabilia embossed
in the pewter (Fig. 5). The stein on the
right has a miniature finial of the
Imperial Crown (symbolizing direct
command by the Kaiser) atop a
two-tiered l i d embossed w i t h several
scenes of naval life. The lid unscrews
at the midpoint revealing a painted
porcelain insert of the naval base at
Helgoland, a small fortified island in
the North Sea. Around the top lip of
the stein is the phrase Wir Dienten
Treu Dem Vaterland Von Canada Bis
Feuerland which freely translates to
"We Loyally Serve the Fatherland

courting one of his port-of-call South
Sea sweethearts under the 46 star
(correct count for 1911) American
flag clearly symbolizing the owner's
visit to America.
Since both reservist W i l l y Eikermann
and Hubert Unkelbach served together as stokers aboard the S.M.S.
Bremen during the same tour of duty,
the names of each appear on identical
rosters under the handle. To complete the description of these steins, it
should be noted that the base of each
contains five cameo portraits of offduty sailor life w i t h appropriate
subtitles highlighting the rewards of
faithful service to the Vaterland.
The featured steins are but two
examples of the customized differences available to the individual
reservist and no doubt if a stein to
Willy or Hubert's fellow Matrosen
aboard the Bremen, Moltke or Stetten
during their visit to America were to
be compared, other variations could
be found. Certainly those displaying
the U.S. flag are limited in number
and a piece to be coveted by any
regimental collector.

Auction prices
The following prices were paid for items
advertised in PROSIT.
Auction by SCI member 334, page 311,
PROSIT 42:
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The S.M.S. Bremen was launched on
September 7, 1903 and was assigned
foreign service duties through 1916
at which time it was rearmed and
reassigned to the Baltic Naval Squadron where it was subsequently mined
and sunk along w i t h the destroyer
V191 on December 17, 1915.

from Canada to Fireland" (Tierra del
Fuego — an island at the tip of South
America).

Both steins depicted are of the 1 liter
size and made of pottery w i t h identical decorations to the stein body. The
principle differences are the screwoff lids and, of course, the individual
reservist's name on the base.
The stein on the left has the typical

The left panel (Fig. 6) depicts three
Matrosen feeding coal into the engine
room boiler furnaces (a job often
delegated to the 'short timer' reservist, while career sailors reserved the
less arduous tasks for themselves)
while at the very base of the panel the
identifying phrase Zur Erinnerung
An Mein Dienstzeit (In Remembrance
of My Service Time) can be noted.
The right panel (Fig. 7) depicts the
supposedly idyllic life of a sailor

1-NB; 2-$46.00; 3-$81.00; 4-NB; 5-$85.00;
6- $161.00; 7-$141.00; 8-NB; 9-$55.00;
10- $51.00; 11-$172.00; 12-$40.00; 13-$61.00;
14-$85.00; 15-$85.00; 16-NB; 17-$276.00;
18-NB; 19-NB; 20-NB; 21-$160.00; 22-NB;
23-NB; 24-$171.00; 25-$165.00; 26-NB;
27-NB.
Auction by SCI member 317, page 312,
PROSIT 42:
l-$34; 2-$151; 3-NB; 4-$285; 5-$122; 6-NB;
7- $142.50; 8-NB; 9-NB; 10-$206; 10A-NB;
11- NB; 12-$1461; 13-NB; 14-NB; 15-$420;
16-17-18-19-NB; 20-$187.50;
21-22-23-24-25-NB; 26-$75; 27-$91; 28-$88;
29-$187; 30-$130.
Auction by Garth Auction Barn, Inc., page
296, PROSIT 41:
1L: 2090-$525; 1642-$200; 1650-$275;
½L: 1146-$300; 2278-$245; 2580-$600;
1675-$350; 2778-$600; 3785 (lid
damage)-$160; 1909-$220; 200lA-$325;
2382-$725; 1734-$725; delft faience stein
(illus.)-$550; Capo di Monte-$300; V & B urn
2127-$175.

